The 3H Strategy

1. Head First!

Before reading ➡️ What do I know?

During reading ➡️ What don’t I understand?

After reading ➡️ What do I need to find out?

2. Use the 3H Strategy to remind you where the answers to questions are found:

HERE ➡️ In one sentence from the passage

Join together:

i. the answer is in two or more parts of the passage

HIDDEN ➡️ OR

ii. the answer comes from joining together information from the passage and information that you already know

In my HEAD ➡️ Use what you already know to answer this question

3. Check your answers

Reread each question and your answer to see if they fit together.

How confident are you of your answer? (Circle the confidence scale: I got it!, Maybe?, Didn’t get it)

After you have finished all the questions, return to any answers you are not sure of.

Go through the 3H strategy and check these answers again.

You should have a reason for each of your answers. Do you?

Well done!